Farming for Wildlife
An Introduction to the Practice of Temporary Flooding Rotation
Improve Soil Health • Provide Bird Habitat

“If a hundred years from now there are fish, farms, and
shorebirds in this valley, then everybody wins.”
Dave Hedlin, Third-Generation Skagit Valley Farmer
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Introduction

f

armers in western Washington and scientists from The Nature
Conservancy collaborated for five years to develop a mutually beneficial way
of integrating commercial agriculture and shorebird conservation. During the

Farming for Wildlife project, farmers field-tested the practice of temporary flooding
rotation, a farming practice in which fields are flooded seasonally with shallow water
for one to three years.

Farming for Wildlife: A Win-Win
Farming for Wildlife offers a win-win solution with multiple benefits for both
farmers and wildlife. As part of agricultural rotations, the potential benefits of
temporary flooding can include:
• control of some soilborne crop pathogens,
• an increase in nitrogen and soil health, and
• habitat for migrating shorebirds.
Moreover, financial incentives for temporary flooding rotation can provide farmers an
economically viable transition to organic status.
Findings from the five-year study have grabbed the attention of agriculturalists
and conservationists, who are interested in adopting the practice of temporary
flooding rotation on a broader scale. The project’s success has received national media
attention, with stories appearing in the Associated Press, Orion Magazine, the New York
Times, National Public Radio’s Living on Earth series, and National Geographic News.
This booklet summarizes the research results and provides the information needed
to get started for farmers who want to benefit from temporary flooding rotation, staff
of the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) working to expand this practice,
and conservationists seeking to rebuild populations of imperiled birds.
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What Is A Temporary Flooding Rotation?

A

t the heart of Farming for Wildlife is a practice of seasonally
flooding fields on working farms for periods of one to three years. This

approach is not new. Around the world it has been used traditionally for centuries,
but temporary flooding rotation has not been practiced widely in the United States.
It was first tested in California as part of the Walking Wetlands program, in which
farmers leasing lands to farm in the Klamath National Wildlife Refuge found that
a temporary flooding rotation increased crop yields, reduced pesticide costs, and
provided valuable bird habitat. In the Farming for Wildlife project, our studies in
Washington’s Skagit Valley have shown the potential for similar economic benefits
for farmers and conservation benefits for shorebirds.
In a temporary flooding rotation, flooding essentially becomes another rotation
in the farmer’s toolbox, comparable to a cover crop or other traditional rotation. To
prepare for a temporary flooding rotation, a farmer builds low berms—one to three
feet high—around a field. Then the farmer pumps water, or allows passive flooding,
onto the field until it reaches a shallow depth suitable for shorebirds. The field is
kept flooded throughout the year for maximum benefits, although it can be drained
during summer if desired or water is limited. A field may be flooded for more than
one year in a row, such as throughout the three-year transition to organic status,
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before being used again for growing crops.

The Process of Temporary Flooding Rotation

Before Rotation

The rotation schedule can be customized to meet individual
farm management objectives or for use in other regions.
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Grow and harvest crops

Following construction
of berms, a flooding
rotation begins with
pumping of water
onto the field.
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Winter

Target shorebird migration dates:
August 1– September 30
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Berms retain water

Summer

Spring

Keep flooded for maximum control of pathogens
and weeds, or drain to control vegetation

Target shorebird migration dates:
April 15–May 15

Pump as needed to maintain water depth

After Rotation

Growth of cattails and algae on
a flooded field contributes to
buildup of nutrients that later help
fertilize crops. Plant pathogen
control also is most effective under
warmer water conditions.

spring migration
During spring and fall migrations,
shorebirds stop to rest and refuel
at temporarily flooded fields. In
winter, flooded fields provide
habitat for ducks and dunlin.

Remove berm and return to farming
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Step by Step: Putting the Rotation into Practice

1

Identify fields suitable for temporary flooding rotation.

2

Build berms and prepare the site for flooding.

3

Pump water to flood the field.

Flooding rotations work best on fields with clay soils and less than 20% coarse sand content.
A nearby source of water for flooding is also important.

Site preparation is the most labor-intensive step. A one- to three-foot berm, depending on topography
of the field, is built around the edge of the field to retain water, and a pump and hose are installed to
deliver water onto the field.

To provide shorebird habitat in Washington, fields should be flooded by August 1 to coincide with
fall migration and from mid-April through mid-May for spring migration. Ideally, for birds, the field
will have a variety of water depths less than four inches. In some places, fields will flood passively
and no pumping is required.
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Maintain water depth and manage vegetation.

5

Drain field slowly and return to growing crops.

Pumping more water might be needed to keep the right depth for shorebirds. Allowing the field to dry
in summer and then mowing or disking large, dense plants (inset) is beneficial for birds, maximizes
breakdown of organic matter into the soil, and may be necessary for weed management. However,
keeping the field wet during the warm months will provide maximum control of soilborne crop pathogens.

Berms are removed, and the water slowly drains into the soil. Initially planting legumes or other crops
that rapidly take up nitrogen is one method to gain full advantage of the rotation’s natural fertilizer.
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habitat for ImperilEd ShoreBIRDs

Most North American Shorebird
Populations Are Decreasing

Disappearing Wetlands,
Declining Shorebirds

61%

DEcreasing

11%

M

ore than half of the shorebird
species that breed in North America are
at grave risk, according to the U.S. Shorebird
Conservation Plan. Loss of wetland stopover
sites is a major factor in the shorebirds’ plight. In
Washington, more than 70 percent of wetlands
around Puget Sound have been converted to
other uses, primarily through development and
agriculture. Despite habitat conservation and
restoration efforts, the total wetland acreage
available to migrating shorebirds remains low.
By providing temporary wetlands, Farming
for Wildlife helps shorebirds without taking
valuable croplands out of production.

increasing

Source: Andres, B.A., Smith, P.A., Morrison, R.I.G., GrattoTrevor, C.L., Brown, S.C. and Friis, C.A. 2012. Wader Study
Group Bull. 119(3): 178–194.
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When scientists analyzed changes in 50
shorebird populations in North America,
they found that 61% of the populations
were declining. Only 11% were increasing,
and 28% were stable.

© Marlin Greene/One Earth Images

Pacific
Flyway

Wetlands in western Washington play a critical role
as resting and feeding stops for shorebirds during
their spring and fall migrations.

Vital Stopovers on the Pacific Flyway
Each spring, millions of shorebirds embark on a journey
of thousands of miles from South and Central America to their
breeding grounds in Alaska and the Canadian Arctic. The route they
follow is called the Pacific Flyway. In the fall, the birds migrate back
south, traveling as far as Patagonia.
As they migrate along the Pacific Flyway, sandpipers, plovers,
dowitchers, and other shorebird species stop periodically to rest and
feed in coastal and inland wetlands. Those stopovers are critical for
them to survive the weeks-long trip.
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Flooded Fields Provide Better Bird Habitat
Number of Shorebird Species Observed on Fields
FALL

Species

12

SPRING
YEAR 1

8
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Species

12
8

YEAR 2

When farmers in western Washington use
temporary flooding rotations, they help a
great diversity of shorebirds, including highly
imperiled species, according to Farming for
Wildlife research in the Skagit Valley. Scientists
observed 21 different shorebird species on
temporarily flooded fields. Sandpipers and
dunlin were the most abundant.
Especially noteworthy were four species
of high conservation concern: short-billed
dowitchers, lesser yellowlegs, western
sandpipers, and dunlin.
On average, shorebird diversity was four
to six times higher on flooded fields than on
traditionally managed fields. At any given time,
the number of shorebird species on a flooded
field ranged from seven to eleven, while forage
harvest and grazed fields never had more than
three species, and often they had none.
Along with shorebirds, scientists counted
thousands of ducks on flooded fields, as well as
numerous soras, bitterns, and other waterbirds.
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Solitary sandpiper. Stephen Durrenberger

Sanderlings. Ryan Merrill

Stilt sandpiper. Dan Pancamo
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Pectoral and stilt sandpipers. Daniel Arndt

Forage
FIELD

Fields used for temporary flooding rotations hosted four to six times
as many shorebird species as grazed or forage fields during studies in
Washington’s Skagit Valley.

Sharp-tailed sandpiper. Ryan Merrill

Short-billed dowitcher. Sigma Eye

Grazed
Field

Solitary sandpiper. Dave Smith

Shorebirds Observed on Temporary Flooding Rotations

The benefits for migrating shorebirds were
immediate when farmers in western Washington
temporarily flooded their fields. Shortly after
the fields were flooded, large numbers of
shorebirds—including uncommon species such
as Baird’s sandpipers, stilt sandpipers, and solitary
sandpipers—began arriving on the fields. A state
record was set at one farm for the highest number of
yellowlegs west of the Cascades.
The number of shorebirds on flooded fields
varied between seasons and years. However, flooded
fields consistently provided much greater habitat
value, as indicated by the greater diversity of bird
species that they hosted compared to forage harvest
or grazed fields.
Disking a site immediately before flooding likely
enhances the habitat value, as it creates a muddy
substrate and works organic matter into the soil.
Invertebrates then quickly colonize the soil, providing
a rich food source for the birds.

Common
Western Sandpiper*
Dunlin*
Least Sandpiper
Long-billed Dowitcher
Killdeer
Pectoral Sandpiper
Wilson’s Snipe
Semipalmated Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Lesser Yellowlegs
Greater Yellowlegs

Occasional
Baird’s Sandpiper
Semipalmated Sandpiper
Solitary Sandpiper
Short-billed Dowitcher*
Red-necked Phalarope
Sharp-tailed Sandpiper
Stilt Sandpiper
Spotted Sandpiper
rare
Sanderling*
Wilson’s Phalarope*

Common: Frequent observations every year.
Occasional: A few observations in multiple years.
rare: A few observations in only one season.
* Species of high conservation concern, U.S. Shorebird
Conservation Plan, 2004.
This list includes all bird species seen on Farming for
Wildlife fields in the Skagit Valley during fall and spring
surveys from 2007 to 2012. Relative abundance is based
on observations from 2010 to 2012.
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Maximize Habitat Value by Managing
Water Depth and Vegetation
The key to making temporary flooding rotations as
beneficial as possible for shorebirds is maintaining
standing water at a variety of depths of less than four
inches and providing open areas without cattails or other
plants. These factors are important because shorebird
species differ in where they prefer to rest and feed. Some
favor dry or saturated soil, while others forage in the
water itself. Despite differences in foraging habits, almost
all shorebirds favor water depths of less than four inches.
Farming for Wildlife research in the Skagit Valley
showed that active management of water depth and
plant growth may be needed to maintain habitat value
for shorebirds. The number of shorebirds declined sharply
at sites where cattails became too dense or where the
water became too deep over time.
When selecting fields for flooding rotations, the microtopography of the field is an important consideration, as
it will determine the range of water depths. Aquatic plant
growth is also important but varies from site to site and is
difficult to predict; some sites remain open, while others
are quickly overrun with vegetation.

During a temporary flooding rotation, mowing of dense
vegetation restores habitat value for shorebirds and helps
add organic matter to the soil.

Key Findings: Habitat
• A temporary flooding rotation creates valuable
habitat for shorebirds and supports shorebird
conservation. In Washington, scientists have seen
21 species of shorebirds on flooded fields.
• To maximize the benefits, fields should be flooded
to coincide with fall and spring migrations.
• Providing a range of water depths less than four
inches and managing plant growth is best for
shorebirds, and it returns organic matter to the soil.
• Waterfowl use areas of deeper water during winter.
In summer, dense vegetation can provide optimal
breeding habitat for soras and bitterns.

Water depth on a flooded field (below) may fluctuate during
a temporary flooding rotation. For shorebird habitat, the goal
is to maintain a range of shallow depths less than four inches.
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Water Depth on Fields During a Temporary Flooding Rotation
The maps below illustrate how water depth varies within sites and depending on the season. Depths of less than four inches, which
provide optimal shorebird habitat, generally occur on the fringes of the fields. Occasional pumping may be needed to maintain depths.
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Farm 1
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Figure Appendix A-3. Maps of water depth on the flooded treatment field at the Thulen (top),
Mesman (bottom left), and Hedlin (bottom right) farm during the spring 2008 sampling period.
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Figure Appendix A-4. Maps of water depth on the flooded treatment field at the Thulen (top),
Mesman (bottom left), and Hedlin (bottom right) farm during the fall 2008 sampling period.
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emporary flooding of agricultural fields
is an ancient practice used around the world
for controlling plant diseases caused by soil-borne
pathogens. Lack of oxygen and high levels of carbon
dioxide in the soil are believed to kill pathogens, making
temporary flooding rotations a useful method for
controlling some plant diseases.
Because temporary flooding rotations had not
been used previously in Washington, the Farming for
Wildlife project conducted studies in the Skagit Valley
to evaluate its potential effectiveness in controlling
potato pathogens. Scientists performed experiments in
a greenhouse and in small outdoor plots to evaluate the
effects of flooding on six soilborne pathogens.
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A scientist examines crop pathogens under a microscope.

Key Findings: Potato Pathogens
• Temporary flooding rotations appear most useful
against black dot and white mold pathogens.
• To a lesser degree, flooding seems to help control
black scurf and silver scurf pathogens.
• Flooding does not help control Verticillium wilt
pathogen.
• Soil temperature influences the effectiveness of
temporary flooding.

Black Dot Fungus in Flooded
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Potential To Reduce CROP PATHOGENS IN SOIL
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Black dot fungus (Colletotrichum coccodes) in a laboratory culture.
Figure
3A. Sclerotia formed in laboratory culture by the black dot
fungus, Colletotrichum coccodes. Photo courtesy of B. Gundersen.

(after 3, 6, and 9 months)

soil
FLooded

Soil at
Field
moisture

soil
dry

In a laboratory study, black dot fungus did not grow in
flooded soil. It did grow in dry and moist soils.
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How Useful Is Flooding for Controlling Potato Pathogens?
White Mold
Sclerotina sclerotiorum

Highest Potential
for Effectiveness

Black Dot
Colletotrichum coccodes

P
Black dot and white mold pathogens survived less than 3 months under simulated flooding conditions.

Silver Scurf
Helminthosporium

Lower Potential
for Effectiveness

Black Scurf
Rhizoctonia solani

P
Black scurf and silver scurf pathogens survived more than 6 months under simulated flooding conditions but
had lower survival rates than in dry soil conditions.

Dry Rot
Fusarium

Little or No Potential
for Effectiveness

Verticillium Wilt
Verticillium dahliae

O
Survival of Verticillium wilt fungus did not differ between simulated flooding conditions and dry soil.
For full research results, see:
Niem, J., Gundersen, B., and Inglis, D. A. 2013. Effect of soil flooding on survival of Sclerotinia sclerotiorum and Verticillium dahliae. American Journal of
Potato Research. Published online July 26, 2013; DOI 10.1007/s12230-013-9332-1.
Inglis, D.A., Gundersen, B., Niem, J., and Morse, J. 2013. Field flooding for controlling soilborne potato pathogens in western Washington. Washington
State University Extension Manual: EM062E (in press).
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Improving Soil health

T
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he practice of temporary flooding rotation
adds nutrients and organic matter to the soil, improving fertility and potentially boosting crop yields after the
rotation is completed. In Farming for Wildlife research,
scientists measured nitrogen levels on fields before and
after the flooding rotations. They compared the nitrogen
levels to those on unflooded grazed and forage fields,
and on uncultivated control sites.
Nitrogen levels on the flooded fields increased on
average by over 40 pounds per acre—more than and at
a faster rate than the other rotations and control sites.
Following the temporary flooding rotations, farmers grew
silage corn on the formerly flooded fields and reported
yields comparable to or even better than traditionally
managed fields.
The studies showed that the flooding had no negative
effects on soil conditions. Of the 26 soil parameters monitored, the only one that changed, other than nitrogen,
was manganese, which was higher on flooded fields. No
significant change occurred in soil pH or bulk density at
any flooded site during five years of monitoring.
Organic matter from cattails and other aquatic vegetation produced during the rotation can be beneficial for
growing crops afterwards. Soil fertility may be further
enhanced by cultivating nitrogen-fixing algae on flooded
fields. However, because nitrogen is so volatile when
transitioning from anaerobic to aerobic soils, it is important to plant legumes or other crops that can take up
nitrogen rapidly.

Studies in the Skagit Valley (top) showed that growth of algae
and cattails (above) during a rotation improved soil health.

Key Findings: Nutrients
• Total inorganic nitrogen increased on all flooded fields.
• The increased nitrogen may boost crop yields after the
rotation.
• Cultivating algae on flooded fields can further enhance
the nitrogen levels.
• The flooding rotation had no negative effects on bulk
density or soil pH.
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NonFlooded
Field

temporary
Flooding
Rotation

Collin Harris

After two years, levels of inorganic nitrogen in the soil were
higher in fields with temporary flooding rotations than in
fields under traditional grass rotation at the same farms.
Scientists with Washington State University conducted soil
studies in the Skagit Valley from 2010 to 2012.
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Economic costs and benefits

F

arming for wildlife economic studies
suggest that under the right conditions, the
benefits of temporary flooding rotation can outweigh
the costs, resulting in a net benefit for farmers.
Among the benefits are an increase in soil fertility and
a reduction in certain crop pathogens, both of which
can increase crop yields and save farmers the expense
of fertilizers and pesticides. In addition, farmers can
use the rotation to transition land to organic status,
resulting in higher prices for their crops.
Costs of temporary flooding rotation arise from the
labor, equipment, and materials to set up, maintain,
and end the rotation. Farmers must build berms,
install and operate pumps, and monitor water depths
on the field, among other tasks. On average, the total
cost to create and maintain a rotation was $900 per

acre per year, although costs can vary substantially
between different sites. The biggest expense is often
the cost of pumping.
The profitability of a rotation depends on two
components of revenue: increase in crop yield and
price of the crops. Farming for Wildlife’s economic
research showed that it is possible for a flooding
rotation to pay for itself. The USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) offers financial assistance to farmers who implement conservation
practices, and these programs may provide financial
incentives to cover upfront costs.
Key Findings: Economics
• A temporary flooding rotation can pay for itself if it
provides higher crop yields and allows reduced use of
fertilizers and pesticides.
• Farmers can benefit economically by using the flooding
rotation when transitioning lands to organic status.
• Farmers received additional revenue by leasing the
flooded fields to waterfowl hunting clubs in the winter.
• The USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) may have programs that can help farmers with
the costs of temporary flooding rotations. Farmers can
check with their local NRCS office.
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Scenarios: Potential Extra Profit per Acre

Extra Profit per Acre

$3,000

SCENARIO 2:
Conventional Potatoes, No Pumping Needed
$2,660

$2,500
$2,061

$2,000

$1,660

$1,500

$1,061

$1,000
$500
0

$3,000
Extra Profit per Acre

SCENARIO 1:
Conventional Potatoes, Pumping Needed

$660

$61

SCENARIO 3:
Organic Potatoes, Pumping Needed

SCENARIO 4:
Organic Potatoes, No Pumping Needed

$2,500
$1,969

$2,000
$1,500

$1,371

$1,000

$1,199

$601

$429

$500
0

-$169
5%

10%

5%

15%

Increase in Crop Yield
after Temporary Flooding Rotation

10%

15%

Increase in Crop Yield
after Temporary Flooding Rotation

Temporary flooding rotations can generate more profit per acre compared to traditional
rotations such as grazing and forage harvest. These charts show the potential increases in
profit for conventional or organic potatoes, based on costs in 2009. Scenarios 1 and 2 focus
on conventional potatoes grown on sites where pumping was or was not required for the
temporary flooding rotation. Similarly, Scenarios 3 and 4 focus on organic potatoes with or
without pumping required for the rotation. In each of the scenarios, the amount of extra profit
would depend on the increase in crop yield resulting from the temporary flooding rotation. The
charts show what the extra profit would be if crop yield increased five, ten, or fifteen percent.

Buzz Hoffman

Data: Sáez, H., R. Nelson, and H. Winter. 2010. Enterprise Crop Budgets for Wetlands and Red Potatoes in the Skagit Delta.
Washington State University.

For more on using NRCS programs to fund temporary flooding rotations, see:
Mehlman, D., J. Morse, and K. Morse. 2011. Farming for Wildlife: Using the farm bill to create wetland habitat on working farms. Environmental
Law Institute, National Wetlands Newsletter: 33(1).
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Best Places for Temporary Flooding Rotation

N

ot every agricultural field is a good
candidate for the practice of temporary flooding
rotation. If the soil drains too quickly, for example,
establishing and maintaining flooded conditions is
not cost effective.
Scientists with the Farming for Wildlife project
used soils data and a geographic information system
(GIS) to identify the most suitable places in western
Washington for temporary flooding rotations. The
scientists analyzed five key soil characteristics and
ranked the suitability for temporary flooding. Sites
with slow-draining soils and a high water table,
among other factors, ranked highest.
The scientists found that nearly 50,000 acres of
farmland around Puget Sound is highly suitable for
temporary flooding rotations. This represents approximately 10 percent of all agricultural lands in the
region. Skagit, King, and Snohomish counties had the
most acreage of suitable farmland.
These findings are useful for regional-scale planning and for identifying potentially suitable locations.
However, each field has localized differences in soil
characteristics and water availability, and suitability
must be evaluated on a site-by-site basis.

Key Findings: Landscape Suitability
• Nearly 50,000 acres of farmland around Puget Sound is
highly suitable for flooding rotations.
• Skagit, King, and Snohomish counties have the most
acreage of suitable farmland.

© Marlin Greene/One Earth Images

• Individual sites must be evaluated on a site-by-site basis
to determine if they are suitable.
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Potentially Suitable Areas for Temporary Flooding Rotation

Not Suitable
Low Suitability
Moderate Suitability
High Suitability

Highly Suitable Acreage in Each County

This map shows the results of a coarse-scale geographic
information system (GIS) analysis conducted by scientists from the
Farming for Wildlife project. Using regional soils data, they ranked
the potential suitability of agricultural lands for temporary flooding
rotations.

County
Skagit
King
Snohomish
Whatcom
Thurston
Pierce
San Juan
Island
Mason
Kitsap
TOTAL

Data: Agricultural land delineated using the 2010 Washington Cropland
Data Layer from USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics Service. Soil
suitability assessment based on NRCS SSURGO database.
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Agricultural
Acres
97,701
41,519
67,735
126,774
54,289
46,484
17,069
20,401
8,708
4,977
485,657

Highly Suitable
acres
percent
8,615
8,130
8,079
5,995
4,975
4,813
3,952
3,264
979
174
48,976

9%
20%
12%
5%
9%
10%
23%
16%
11%
3%
10%

conclusion: temporary flooding rotations
can BENEFIT both FARMERS AND WILDLIFE

T

he practice of temporary flooding rotation has multiple benefits
for farmers and wildlife. Studies conducted on farms in western Washington showed
that farmers who use temporary flooding rotations can improve soil health, reduce
crop pathogens, and provide an economically feasible transition to organic status. At the
same time, temporarily flooded fields provide vital habitat to migrating shorebirds and
wintering waterfowl. The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) may offer financial
support to help farmers cover the costs. Broader adoption of the practice of temporary
flooding rotation will provide important benefits:

Bird Habitat

Farms can continue producing food—while also providing habitat for shorebirds.
• Shorebrids migrating between South America and the Arctic need stopover sites to rest and feed.
Loss of habitat along their migration routes is a major threat.
• Four to six times as many shorebird species use flooded fields compared to non-flooded fields.
• Flooded fields provide habitat for thousands of waterfowl and dunlin in winter.

Crop Disease Control

Flooding can be used to control soilborne fungi causing diseases on crops.
• Soil flooding is a common practice for crop disease management in many parts of the world.
• In western Washington, flooding appears effective against black dot and white mold.
• Flooding also may prove useful against black scurf and silver scurf.
• Flooding is an alternative to soil fumigation, although neither blocks infection by spores from
outside sources.

Soil Fertility

Temporary flooding rotation can boost nitrogen and improve soil health.
• In two independent studies, total inorganic nitrogen increased on all flooded fields. Farmers gained an
average of 44 pounds per acre of inorganic nitrogen on flooded fields.
• Corn, cereals, and other high-demand crops planted after a flooding rotation can best retain the newly
available nitrogen.
• Purposely cultivating algae on flooded fields can further enhance soil fertility.
• Studies show no evidence that flooding causes soil compaction.

Economics

Farmers can profit from using temporary flooding rotation.
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• The cost of temporary flooding rotation is highest in the first year because of berm construction. After
that, site maintenance averages $300 per acre annually.
• Flooding costs depend on soils and availability of water. Typically, a year of flooding costs $200 per acre.
• The rotation could lead to savings on fertilizers and pesticides, partially or fully offsetting the cost.
• Financial incentives for temporary flooding rotations may be available from the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS), enabling farmers to generate income during a transition to organic status.
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To Learn More:
The Farming for Wildlife Story | vimeo.com/31569313
A ten-minute video tells the story of farmers and scientists working together for the mutual
benefit of shorebirds and farmers.
The Nature Conservancy | nature.org/farmingforwildlife
The Nature Conservancy is a conservation organization working around the world to protect
ecologically important lands and waters for nature and people.
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service | nrcs.usda.gov
NRCS works with landowners through conservation planning and assistance designed to benefit
the soil, water, air, plants, and animals that result in productive lands and healthy ecosystems.
Bridget Besaw
Migratory BirdPhoto:
Conservation
Partnership | camigratorybirds.org
The Migratory Bird Conservation Partnership is a collaboration to protect the wetlands and
agricultural lands that support migratory bird populations in California.

Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network | whsrn.org
WHSRN’s mission is to conserve shorebirds and their habitats through a network of key sites
across the Americas.

For more information about Farming for Wildlife
and temporary flooding rotation, please visit
www.nature.org/farmingforwildlife
The Nature Conservancy gratefully acknowledges funding for this project from the Packard Foundation,
NRCS, Washington Conservation Commission, EPA, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, and private donors.
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